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Be The Athlete
You Know You

Can Be 

You've shown up to class and put in the work consistently.
But still, you feel like you should be able to hit that next
skill goal by now. You're tired of scaling the weight, the
movements, or the reps in workouts.

Performance Plus Programming has a simple goal: To
bring your performance to a new level by focusing on
technique training with a prehab twist. Our programs have
helped thousands of athletes from all skill levels reach
their fitness goals. From your first pull-up, to increasing
muscle-up volume, improving mobility, increasing strength,
maximizing your endurance, and much more! 

By becoming a member of Performance Plus Programming,
you will get access to all of our proven programs and
accelerate your skill development!

http://performanceplusprogramming.com/
http://performanceplusprogramming.com/


The Performance Plus Team

D R .  Z A C H A R Y  L O N G
P T ,  D P T ,  S C S
Dr. Zach is better known as "The Barbell
Physio" because of his background helping
fitness athletes worldwide improve their
mobility, strength, and overall performance.
Zach travels the world teaching coaches and
clinicians how to better work with fitness
athletes wanting to optimize their fitness in
and out of the gym. 

P A M E L A  G A G N O N
Pamela Gagnon is a leader in the area of
body weight strengthening movements for
today’s athletes and currently a Lead Coach
for The Gymnastics Course. Her background
as a Division I Gymnast and CrossFit Games
Masters athlete has given her over 30 years
of experience as an athlete & coach. She
coaches athletes worldwide on how to
implement strength and gymnastics skills to
improve their fitness performance.

J O H N N Y  B O U C H A R D
Coach Johnny Bouchard is a Level 3 CrossFit
Coach & manual therapist with a background in
sports therapy, rehab & strength/conditioning.
He specializes in programming for CrossFit
and training endurance athletes. He is also the
tech dude for Performance Plus.



MOBILITY
DRILLS

CrossFit training exposes the
human body to a wide range of
movements that take many
muscles and joints through
more range of motion than
seen almost any other fitness
programs.  

The following exercises
comprise our most commonly
prescribed mobility drills for
the fitness athlete.

The most important step in
improving your mobility is
targeting the specific areas
you need to focus on. For that,
please download our FREE
Ultimate Mobility Checklist! 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/0k6vg6pfma6vqly/Ultimate%20Mobility%20Checklist.pdf?dl=0


Dorsiflexion PAILs/RAILs

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes with limited

ankle mobility impacting their squatting, Olympic lifts,

running, etc. 

TECHNIQUE: The athlete rests his or her chest on the

thigh of the ankle to be stretched. This adds extra

bodyweight to help push the knee over the toes. After

stretching for 1-2 minutes, isometric muscle

contractions will be performed to build strength into

the newly acquired range of motion. Repeat this

process.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pj9V97YhFu4

The Wedge

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes with

limited ankle mobility impacting their squatting,

Olympic lifts, running, etc. 

TECHNIQUE: The athlete places a heavy resistance

band around his or her hips which pulls the knees

forward in the bottom of the squat. As the knees

move, the elbows will drive the knees out laterally.

This combination does a great job of wedging the

athlete into better squat positioning. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CO-WbL9HlWG/

Ankle Mobility

Ankle & Hip Mobility

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pj9V97YhFu4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pj9V97YhFu4
https://www.instagram.com/p/CO-WbL9HlWG/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CO-WbL9HlWG/


Hip Internal Rotation
Mobilization with Movement

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes with hip
stiffness often only focus on stretching the hip into
external rotation. But many athletes need more
focus on internal rotation and will see great changes
in hip function when addressed.

TECHNIQUE: A resistance band is positioned as
close to the hip joint as possible as it pulls the joint
laterally. The athlete then grabs his or her thigh and
assists the leg as it repeatedly internally rotates.

https://youtu.be/aygyU2pDX3M

Hip Posterior
Capsule Stretch

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes with hip
stiffness into either external rotation or flexion
limiting movements such as the squat.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete begins on all fours then
slides back the leg that will not be stretched. Take
the targeted leg and move the foot inward to
externally rotate the hip. Next, the hips are shifted
towards the stretched leg while keeping the pelvis
parallel to the floor. Finally, sit back while keeping
a tall spine until a deep stretch is felt in the
posterior hip.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5xH_qUvJT0

Hip Mobility

Hip Mobility

https://youtu.be/aygyU2pDX3M
https://youtu.be/aygyU2pDX3M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5xH_qUvJT0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5xH_qUvJT0


Lat Eccentrics

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes with

tightness of the lats impacting overhead lifts and

gymnastics movements.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will lie on a bench with his

or her hips flexed to 90 degrees. A PVC pipe with a

light load will be held with palms facing upward

and then slowly lowered all the way overhead.

Pause a split second at end range before returning

to the starting position for the next repetition.

https://youtu.be/3hQaD2s8xss

Sleeper PAILs/RAILs

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes with
tightness in the posterior shoulder will often have
difficulty with good overhead mobility and keeping
the bar close to the body during Olympic lifts.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete lies on his or her side
with the elbow at the same heights as the
shoulder. The top hand presses the lower hand
towards the hips, producing a stretch on the back
side of the shoulder. After stretching for 1-2
minutes, muscle contractions will be performed to
build strength in the newly acquired range of
motion. Repeat this cycle.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtDhnKwcUi0

Shoulder Mobility

Shoulder Mobility

https://youtu.be/3hQaD2s8xss
https://youtu.be/3hQaD2s8xss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtDhnKwcUi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtDhnKwcUi0


Thoracic Extensions 
Over Foam Roller

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes with a
stiff upper back impacting their overhead lifts or
contributing to neck and/or lower back pain.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete positions a foam roller
perpendicular to their spine. A light weight is held
behind the head and legs are bent with the feet on
a wall. Mobilize the upper back by arching the
back over the roller.

https://www.instagram.com/p/B6lIOlHDwxK/

Jefferson Curls

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes with a
stiff lower back or posterior chain muscles.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete positions a foam roller
perpendicular to their spine. A light weight is held
behind the head and legs are bent with the feet on
a wall. Mobilize the upper back by arching the
back over the roller.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KakOzWGaXfk

Upper Back Mobility

Back & Hamstring Mobility

https://www.instagram.com/p/B6lIOlHDwxK/
https://www.instagram.com/p/B6lIOlHDwxK/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KakOzWGaXfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KakOzWGaXfk


Band Front Rack
Mobilization

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes
who struggle getting into good positioning
for the front rack.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will rest one elbow on a
barbell positioned at shoulder height. They will
hold one end of a resistance band in that hand
with the other end wrapping around their foot. As
the foot presses down on the band, the hand will
be pulled to just outside of the shoulder while the
elbow stays high. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzsp1RkECXs

Front Rack Mobility

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzsp1RkECXs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzsp1RkECXshttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzsp1RkECXs


Corrective
Exercises

Very frequently, pushing your
performance forward requires
taking a step back and refining
your movement quality and
technique.

These corrective exercises
help clean up technique while
building localized joint
strength & stability.



Goblet Squat
Eccentric Isometrics

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
improved squat mobility or help dialing in squat
form.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete holds a weight in front of
their chest and slowly descends into the squat.
Pause at the lowest achievable position before
returning upright. The slow tempo and pause on
the way down help open up mobility and gives the
athlete time to find his or her ideal squat
positioning.

https://youtu.be/s0sWZMkL1PQ

RNT Lunges

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes with
difficulty keeping their knees positioned over the
toes during squats, lunges, step ups.

TECHNIQUE: A resistance band is positioned
around the knee so that it pulls the athlete’s knee
inward. As they descend in the split squat, the
athlete has to fight to keep the knee positioned
over the foot.

https://youtu.be/n9B2ynSuOWw

Squat Mobility & Technique

Glute Strength & Knee Positioning

https://youtu.be/s0sWZMkL1PQ
https://youtu.be/s0sWZMkL1PQ
https://youtu.be/n9B2ynSuOWw
https://youtu.be/n9B2ynSuOWw


Sit Squats

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes wanting to
build strength in the bottom position of the squat or
working on dialing in squat form after making
adjustments to their technique.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete sits on a box or medicine ball
with feet positioned in their optimal squat stance, knees
pushed forward, and the torso leaned so that his or her
shoulders are over the midfoot. The athlete imagines
they are sitting on a scale and unloads half of their body
weight. After pausing here, the athlete lifts off the
imaginary scale only one inch, pauses, then returns to
50% of their weight being on the surface. Repeat this
without rocking forward or back.

https://youtu.be/2A6MMhJEF80

Squats With ER 
Lift Off 

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes who
struggle keeping their knees tracking over the toes
as they squat.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete begins standing, then
reaches down to place both hands on the big toe of
the same side. They then drop their hips down into a
squat, putting the knees just outside of the arms.The
right knee is lifted off the arm without letting the big
toe come off the ground. Then that knee is brought
back in and the movement is repeated on the other
side. The athlete continues until the glutes are
burning.

https://youtu.be/IcTgjNGnATw

Squat Form

Squat Mobility & Form

https://youtu.be/2A6MMhJEF80
https://youtu.be/2A6MMhJEF80
https://youtu.be/IcTgjNGnATw
https://youtu.be/IcTgjNGnATw


Banded Overhead
Squat

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes wanting
to improve their overhead squat. This movement is
typically prescribed after mobility work.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete places a small resistance
band loop around their elbows and then holds a
PVC pipe overhead with the band behind the head.
The athlete then overhead squats in this
exaggerated position. The heels can be elevated if
needed.

https://youtu.be/P3x815DF9GY

Psoas March 

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
increased hip flexor and core strength.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete lies on his or her back
with hips flexed to 90 degrees and a resistance
band around both feet. One leg is held in this
position as the other is pressed out without letting
the back position on the ground change. That leg
is brought back in and then the same motion is
repeated on the opposite side.

https://youtu.be/TxtJ7-cwNTE

Overhead Squat Form

Core Strength

https://youtu.be/P3x815DF9GY
https://youtu.be/P3x815DF9GY
https://youtu.be/TxtJ7-cwNTE
https://youtu.be/TxtJ7-cwNTE


Internal Rotation
Diagonal

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
increased rotator cuff strength.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete holds a resistance band
with their arm in 90 degrees of abduction and
external rotation. The band should be pulling
laterally. The arm is then brought inward as the
shoulder simultaneously internally rotates to
strengthen the subscapularis rotator cuff muscle.

https://youtu.be/FHBYqqSUj7g

Face Pull Y Press

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
increased shoulder strength and stability for the
overhead squat and snatch.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete holds a resistance band
anchored at eye level in front of them. The arms
are pulled back and externally rotated (as if
making a touchdown hand signal). Next, while
keeping the forearms vertical, the arms are
pressed overhead to create a “Y” shape with the
body before returning to the starting position. 

https://youtu.be/fGXQf1HCwAw

Rotator Cuff Strength

Rotator Cuff Strength

https://youtu.be/FHBYqqSUj7g
https://youtu.be/FHBYqqSUj7g
https://youtu.be/fGXQf1HCwAw
https://youtu.be/fGXQf1HCwAw


Arm Bars

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes wanting
to build rotator cuff strength and stability. 

TECHNIQUE: The athlete lies supine with a weight
held vertically and the leg on that side bent. The
leg pushes into the ground, rolling the athlete onto
his or her side while the arm continues to be
positioned vertically. Once rolled, the leg then
reaches over the body. The position is held 20-40
seconds to build shoulder stability before rolling
back to supine.

https://youtu.be/Z0otk51EJEs

Lat Engaged Hip
Hinge

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes that have
a tendency to let the bar drift away from their body
during deadlifts and Olympic lifts.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete places a resistance band
around a bar that pulls the bar away from his or
her body. They then perform a hip hinge pattern
while sliding the bar up and down the thigh.
Resisting the band’s pull helps build lat strength
and muscle memory for barbell lifting.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIRJ0Mx3tT0

Shoulder Stability

Barbell Technique

https://youtu.be/Z0otk51EJEs
https://youtu.be/Z0otk51EJEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIRJ0Mx3tT0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIRJ0Mx3tT0


Pull-Up Controlled
Articular Rotations

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
increased shoulder girdle strength for gymnastics
skills.

TECHNIQUE: While hanging from a pull-up bar, the
athlete makes slow, controlled circles by moving
their shoulder blade up, back, down, and forward.

https://youtu.be/WpTKv1itRZ8

Shoulder Strength

https://youtu.be/WpTKv1itRZ8
https://youtu.be/WpTKv1itRZ8


Strength
Exercises

Want to PR your squat,
deadlift, and Olympic lifts? 

Adding in accessory work that
builds the muscles the are the
foundation of these lifts will
accelerate your strength
progress. 

While there are thousands of
movements to chose from,
these are the ones we most
frequently see create serious
strength gains for CrossFit
athletes. 



Band Resisted Hip
Hinge

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
increased glute strength or wanting to continue
pushing the hip hinge pattern when the low back is
irritated.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete performs a hip hinge
pattern with a band around their hips. The band
resists the hip extension that happens at the top
of hinging movements. Adjust the weight held and
band tension as needed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2AGIruhpsM

Barbell Hip
Thrust

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes wanting
to improve glute strength and/or size.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete begins with their upper
back on the edge of a bench and glutes resting on
the floor. A barbell is then positioned over the hips
and knees are bent to approximately a 90 degree
angle. The hips are lifted up until full hip extension
is reached before going back down towards the
ground.

https://youtu.be/TJJlf-sq_RY

Glute Strength

Glute Strength

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2AGIruhpsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2AGIruhpsM
https://youtu.be/TJJlf-sq_RY
https://youtu.be/TJJlf-sq_RY


Belt Squats

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
increased leg strength or wanting to squat without
significant load on the spine.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete stands between two
boxes with a weight hanging from a dip belt (or
specialized belt squat belt). The athlete squats
with this set up to emphasize leg size and strength
development over the lower back.

https://youtu.be/vg7xfGtI2_g

Goblet Squat 1.5s 

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes wanting
to build quadriceps size, strength, and/or
endurance.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete assumes their usual
squat stance while holding a weight in front of
their chest. They then squat to full depth but only
come up partially, stopping a few inches above
parallel. The athlete then returns to full depth
before finishing the rep by fully standing upright.
This range of motion sequence keeps significant
tension on the quads for a longer period of time
than typically felt with squats.

https://youtu.be/Mpetb-KgV8Y

Leg Strength

Quad Strength

https://youtu.be/vg7xfGtI2_g
https://youtu.be/vg7xfGtI2_g
https://youtu.be/Mpetb-KgV8Y
https://youtu.be/Mpetb-KgV8Y


Spanish Squat

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes wanting
to improve quadriceps strength and size.

TECHNIQUE: A large resistance band wraps from
behind both knees of an athlete and a stable
anchor. The athlete squats while emphasizing
vertical shins and torso positioning. As the athlete
stands, they focus on pushing the knees back into
the band. This execution keeps constant tension
on the quads as they perform the Spanish Squat.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yr4VIVYWp10

Zercher Squats

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes that need
upper back strength that notice they consistently
miss heavy front squats and cleans when the
upper back rounds over.

TECHNIQUE: A barbell is held in the bend of the
elbows as the athlete squats. This forward
position of the barbell increases upper back
strength demands. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NgqlYCJERM

Quad Strength

Quad & Upper Back Strength

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yr4VIVYWp10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yr4VIVYWp10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NgqlYCJERM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NgqlYCJERM


Banded Lat Rows

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
increased lat strength or needing assistance
“feeling” this muscle work.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete performs a standard
tripod row with two significant changes. First, a
resistance band pulls in the direction the athlete is
facing. Second, the athlete focuses on pulling their
elbow towards the hip, in an arching motion. Both
of these changes increase the emphasis of the
movement on the lats.

https://youtu.be/yKUxIH03fCc

Snatch Grip GHD Hip
Extensions with Lat Pull 

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
increased lower back and lat strength for pulling
movements.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete positions themselves
prone on a GHD machine. A barbell is held with a
wide grip. The athlete extends their hips until the
torso is parallel to the ground, then pauses and
pulls the barbell towards the GHD pad. The arm is
then returned to vertical before the weight is
returned to the floor.

https://youtu.be/UnFFXWm0gw8

Lat Strength

Back Strength

https://youtu.be/yKUxIH03fCc
https://youtu.be/yKUxIH03fCc
https://youtu.be/UnFFXWm0gw8
https://youtu.be/UnFFXWm0gw8


Snatch Grip Behind
the Neck Push Press

Upright Rows

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes wanting to
build overhead stability for the snatch and overhead
squat.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete begins with a barbell
resting on their upper back with a snatch-width
grip. The knees and hips are bent slightly and
rapidly before the hips, knees and ankles all quickly
extend. This rapid triple extension will begin moving
the barbell vertically off the shoulders and the
athlete will follow through by aggressively pressing
the barbell up with their arms.

https://youtu.be/CC0HcVse0bU

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes wanting
increased deltoid and upper trap strength.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete holds a weight in front of
his or her body and then bends the elbows, pulling
the weight to chest height before lowering it back
down.

https://youtu.be/FMhKUd0BlB4

Overhead Squat Stability

Shoulder Strength

https://youtu.be/CC0HcVse0bU
https://youtu.be/FMhKUd0BlB4
https://youtu.be/CC0HcVse0bU
https://youtu.be/FMhKUd0BlB4


Towel Curls

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? Athletes needing
to build grip and bicep strength.

TECHNIQUE: A thick towel is put through a
kettlebell handle and the athlete grasps either end
of the towel. As the athlete performs curls, they
should emphasize trying to squeeze the towel as
hard as possible. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=C3RRJCPWe2w

Grip Strength

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3RRJCPWe2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3RRJCPWe2w


Gymnastics
Skills

CrossFit training uses an
incredibly wide range of
gymnastics skills to challenge
bodyweight strength and
control in athletes.

Whether you are working on
your first pull-up or an
unbroken set of 10 muscle-
ups, these drills will help you
boost your gymnastics
strength! 



T2B Heel Box Drill

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes who
want to build more tension to create more power
and strength for more reps.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete begins in a tight arch &
press palms to the floor to begin the hollow pike
position. Think about bringing the rib cage down
to the belly button to create a hollow trunk and
lock out elbows to engage lats.

https://vimeo.com/571842585

Ball Up + Eccentric

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes
struggling with flexibility and hip flexor strength.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete begins in a hollow and
creates a tuck position. Then begin to “ball up” by
pressing palms to the floor to engage lats. Do NOT
throw your head back. Once feet are on rig, open
knees to create a stretch and then slowly lower
legs in pike position to build more hip flexor
strength.

https://vimeo.com/553475932

T2B Strength

T2B Strength

https://vimeo.com/571842585
https://vimeo.com/571842585
https://vimeo.com/553475932
https://vimeo.com/553475932


3 Position Bar
Muscle-Up

BMU 3 Position Pull
Around to Support

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes to
build muscle memory for each position of skill and
those who rush too quickly to top and end up with
chicken wing or landing low.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will use this drill to
practice the arch, hollow and pull around by using
tension and lats. After you see toes on horizon,
press down with palms to activate lats and
squeeze glutes to create an open hollow.

https://vimeo.com/522817819

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes who
need more patience into support position.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will use this as a
sequence drill and has 3 parts. Each part builds on
one another until you reach the support position.
Be certain to perform each with intention by
creating the arch, hollow and lat pull down
position.

https://vimeo.com/380617207/f7fa21ebdf

Bar Muscle-Up Form

Bar Muscle-Up Form

https://vimeo.com/522817819
https://vimeo.com/380617207/f7fa21ebdf
https://vimeo.com/522817819
https://vimeo.com/380617207/f7fa21ebdf


Active Hangs

Toe Assisted
Pull-Ups

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes who
have trouble with the initial pull of the strict pull-
up.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will want to keep elbows
locked out and rib down in a hollow position. Think
about a target above that you want to tap your
head each time.

https://vimeo.com/361869060/cd2716827f

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes trying
to master their first strict pull-up.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will use the top of toe to
assist in the pull-up. Make sure you begin with an
active shoulder and keep a hollow body position
throughout skill to work on building shaping for
other skills.

https://vimeo.com/348884552

Pull-up Strength

Pull-up strength

https://vimeo.com/361869060/cd2716827f
https://vimeo.com/348884552
https://vimeo.com/361869060/cd2716827f
https://vimeo.com/348884552


Snap To Hollow

3 Position Kip
with Band 

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes who
use their hips too much for kipping or to learn how
to use the arch in a hollow to create efficient
power.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will start in a tight arch
with just heels and shoulders on ground. Palms
facing ceiling. The athlete will want to create the
hollow, think about squeezing glutes while
bringing the rib down to the belly button.

https://vimeo.com/582525558

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes to
build on each position of the kip.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will use this drill to
understand how each position will build upon each
other. Think about pressing down on the rig for
hollow and pushing away for the arch. Do not
generate power by bending at the hip. The hip
should create a “smooth” shape [like a banana
shape] not any angles.

https://vimeo.com/393301217/d2f143969f

Gymnastics Strength

Kipping Form

https://vimeo.com/582525558
https://vimeo.com/393301217/d2f143969f
https://vimeo.com/582525558
https://vimeo.com/393301217/d2f143969f


Strict Butterfly 
Pull-Up Circles

Deficit Pike HSPU

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes who
have many strict slow pull-ups and are ready to
train the butterfly pull-up for speed.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete should keep the body
locked into one long lever while the arms pull up
and around to create the motion of the pull-up.
The purpose is to show athletes how to control
each portion of the skill through the shoulder
muscles [instead of dropping out of an active
position at the bottom which we do NOT want to
see].

https://vimeo.com/398130208/e29be4a07a

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes trying
to build strength for their first strict HSPU or to
get stronger at handstand pushups.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will start with hands,
shoulders and hips stacked to create a stacked
position. Shift slightly forward as you descend into
the bottom of skill to create a tripod position.
Think about pressing through palms the entire
time, never losing tension. Press back up into the
start position by bracing the core.

https://vimeo.com/409570964

Butterfly Pull-up Strength & Form

Shoulder & Tricep Strength

https://vimeo.com/398130208/e29be4a07a
https://vimeo.com/409570964
https://vimeo.com/398130208/e29be4a07a
https://vimeo.com/409570964


Scaled Russian
Pushups

Handstand
Shoulder Taps

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes trying
to build tricep strength and core stability.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete starts with hands just
outside shoulders and elbows down on ground.
Create a hollow position and squeeze glutes to
maintain a solid body. Drive shoulders forward as
you press through the ground, while elbows move
to press position. Push to top of push-up and then
return the same way to start position.

https://vimeo.com/361881015/570004e0e9

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes who
need more shoulder balance to learn to walk.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will begin with belly
facing wall, which creates a better, stacked
position than back to wall. Press through the
shoulder as you shift your hip over main shoulder,
while lifting the other arm. This drill should be
done with purpose and with control.

https://vimeo.com/389095817/d2d0e1b07f

Tricep Strength

Handstand Strength & Balance

https://vimeo.com/361881015/570004e0e9
https://vimeo.com/389095817/d2d0e1b07f
https://vimeo.com/361881015/570004e0e9
https://vimeo.com/389095817/d2d0e1b07f


Handstand Hold

Russian Pushup

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes who
want to learn to walk on their hands.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will begin by kicking up
into a controlled balance. Arms shoulder width
and fingers gripping the floor. Rib is neutral and
hands, shoulders, hips and feet should be stacked
in one line. You should practice with a spot or near
the wall for safety so you do not flop over.

https://vimeo.com/389095058/3be7a17481

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes who
want to build tricep strength.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete starts with hands just
outside shoulders and elbows down on ground.
Create a hollow position and squeeze glutes to
maintain a solid body. Drive shoulders forward as
you press through the ground, while elbows move
to press position. Push to top of push-up and then
return the same way to start position.

https://vimeo.com/410815252

Handstand Stability

Tricep Strength

https://vimeo.com/389095058/3be7a17481
https://vimeo.com/410815252
https://vimeo.com/389095058/3be7a17481
https://vimeo.com/410815252


Hollow Hold

Donkey Kicks

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes
wanting to build core strength and stability.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete starts with body flat on
the ground. Raise legs while tucking pelvis and
raise shoulders while tucking rib down to belly
button. Eyes gaze over eyes and lower back is
pressing through the ground to create a hollow
shape, similar to the bottom of a rocking chair.

https://vimeo.com/361434432/55d601e317

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes
wanting to build core strength and shoulder
stability.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will start with feet on box
and shoulders and wrists stacked over each other
to create a hollow plank. Tuck pelvis and rib down
to belly button to create tension through body.
Drive knees into tuck position on floor then
rebound back to start position.

https://vimeo.com/486997202

Gymnastics Core Strength

Core & Shoulder Strength

https://vimeo.com/361434432/55d601e317
https://vimeo.com/486997202
https://vimeo.com/361434432/55d601e317
https://vimeo.com/486997202


V-Up Passthroughs

Hollow Plank Tuck
Ups with Slider

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes
wanting to build core strength and stability.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will grab a light weight
[2.5/5lb is recommended]. As you come up into V
up position, pass the object under the legs and
around to the other side.

https://vimeo.com/486527134

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes
wanting to build core strength and shoulder
stability.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will begin with feet on a
slider, in hollow plank. Lean forward, keeping
elbows locked out and drive hips up into pike
position.

https://vimeo.com/486527060

Core Strength

Core Strength

https://vimeo.com/486527134
https://vimeo.com/486527060
https://vimeo.com/486527134
https://vimeo.com/486527060


Strict Toes To Bar

WHO IS THIS MOVEMENT FOR? For athletes
wanting to build more core strength, grip strength
and lats.

TECHNIQUE: The athlete will begin in active hang
by pressing down on the rig. Press palms to feet
as you bend at the hip to bring feet to the bar. This
creates tension and engages lats, as well. You do
not want to swing for this strict movement.

https://vimeo.com/510882821

Core Strength

https://vimeo.com/510882821
https://vimeo.com/510882821


PERFORMANCE PLUS is uniquely developed to help you
stay ahead of injury by focusing on prehab and
bodyweight strength.  Each day our experts
demonstrate skills programming that will help you
achieve your goals– whether you are training for a
competition or just want to get stronger, our step-by-
step guidance is all you need to take care of your body.

Learn more at performanceplusprogramming.com

Ready to take
your performance
to the next level?

http://performanceplusprogramming.com/

